RESPONSE TO REFEREES’ F. FLIN COMMENTS
TO MANUSCRIPT TC-2015-158

Title:

Metamorphism during temperature gradient with undersaturated advective
airflow in a snow sample

Authors: P. P. Ebner, M. Schneebeli, and A. Steinfeld

We thank the referee F. Flin for the constructive comments. All page and line numbers
correspond to those of the Discussion Paper.
We reply to the general questions of the reviewer specifically in the section "Specific
comments", as all general questions of the review are given with more details in this section.

REVIEWER: F. Flin
The authors have improved the original version of the manuscript, leading to a better
presentation of the experiments realized and of the subsequent scientific argumentation.
However, the paper really needs an additional revision before it can be published. In
particular:
Comment #1: Some of my previous requests have not been addressed adequately. It is
especially the case of requests #3.x concerning the post-processing and reliability of the data:
3. Data post-processing and reliability: The experiment is really interesting, but some
"unusual" results obtained need to be checked, clarified or discussed. It is in particular the
case of:
- 3.1. Some erratic translations or changes that can be observed in the image series
(see the enlarged version of Fig. 2 in supplementary materials). Has each image that
constitutes Fig. 2 been spatially repositioned thanks to adequate references? The
beginning of the series ota3 is especially problematic. For most series, some slight
but persistent downward translations are observed and should also be commented.
See e.g. comment 4862/Fig 2.
- 3.2. Fig. 3, which is a bit difficult to "read" (no classical rounding or TG effect) and
exhibits some post-processing artifacts. See comments 4863/Fig. 3 for suggestions.

- 3.3. The ota1 series, which does not show any increase of the vertical component of
its conductivity when submitted to a TG only. At least a comment should be written on
this topic. See comment 4852/27-4853/2.
- 3.4. Ideally, a characterization of the structural anisotropy of the snow samples
would be appropriate. See comment e.g. 4850/7-8.
-> At least, point 3.1 should be accurately addressed before publication (see specific
comments 91-92, 118-119 and 416)
Response: There was a mistake in the image position correction which we corrected.
However, this had not an effect on the numerical results (porosity, SSA, conductivity …)
because the parameters were extracted from the total scan sample and not from the cut-out of
Figure 2. Also, it did not affect Figure 3. More details are given in “Specific comments”.

Comment #2: I am now also concerned with some of the physical interpretations of the
experiments, which do not seem sufficiently convincing to me. In particular, some
conclusions of the paper (e.g. about the "preference" for deposition to sublimation [lines 253255], or the limiting mechanisms occurring at microscale [lines 176-180]) are based on the
fact that little effect can be observed on the snow microstructure in the described experiment
as compared to that of Ebner et al 2015b. However, as mentioned by the authors themselves,
this fact can just been explained by the settings of the present experiment, where TG and air
flow counteract.
Actually, the authors just mention 2 TG and air flow configurations in their paper but 4
important configurations are possible:
1. air mainly supersaturated with respect to the entire sample (typically, Td = -12.5
when the sample is between T_base = -12.5 and T_top = -14) and TG and air flow
acting in the same direction (Ebner et al 2015).
2. air mainly undersaturated with respect to the entire sample (typically, Td = -14
when the sample is between -14 and -12.5) and TG and air flow acting in the
opposite direction (this paper).
3. air mainly supersaturated with respect to the entire sample (typically, Td = -12.5
when the sample is between T_base = -12.5 and T_top = -14) and TG and air flow
acting in the opposite direction.
4. air mainly undersaturated with respect to the entire sample (typically, Td = -14
when the sample is between -14 and -12.5) and TG and air flow acting in the
same direction.
I am puzzled by the fact that the authors, by comparing cases 1 and 2, try to reach
conclusions about local sublimation and deposition processes in snow. However, these

conclusions might only be achieved from a precise comparison between 1 and 4 (or also 2
and 3). It should be also noticed, that for case 2 and 3, TG and air flow effects clearly
counteract and an increased observation time (or increased resolution) would probably be
necessary to infer reliable conclusions on the physical mechanisms involved. See also
comment 162-163.
-> Complimentary experiments, or at least, complimentary explanations seem mandatory to
assert some of the authors' conclusions.
Response: Your configuration 3 and 4 are correct for snow layers close to the surface (< 1
cm) where we can have a mixing zone changing from under- to supersaturation of the airflow
and vice versa. However, we performed experiments in snow depth (> 1 cm) where the snow
and air have “quasi” the same temperature (We called it “quasi” because the snow structure
continuously changes and therefore the equilibrium conditions change). As the temperature
of the snow at the inlet and outlet is controlled, and snow has a high heat capacity, a high
specific surface area, and therefore a high convective heat transfers to the air, we have again
the conditions of case 1 or 2 in the scanned area only with a different temperature gradient. In
general, this is a good point to analyze the transition between under- to supersaturation of an
airflow (and vice versa) on the structural change of the ice matrix in further experiments.
Revision: Text added in the revised manuscript.
Line 35: “In general, in natural snowpack close to the surface (< 1cm) two additional
conditions can occur: (1) warm air enters a snowpack having a positive temperature
gradient leading to a supersaturation of the air at the entrance, and (2) cold air enters a
snowpack having a negative temperature gradient leading to an undersaturation of the
air at the entrance. However, because snow has a high heat capacity compared to the
air, a high specific surface area, and therefore a high convective heat transfers to the air,
a “quasi” thermal equilibrium (the term “quasi” is used because normally the snow
structure continuously changes and therefore the equilibrium conditions as well) is
usually assumed inside the snowpack (> 1 cm). In this paper, only conditions deeper
than > 1 cm inside a snowpack are considered.”

Specific comments:

Comment #1: 15-16: The temperature gradient in the sample was around 50 K m-1 at
maximum airflow velocity.
-> Is really TG dependent on the airflow velocity? If not, I suggest modifying the
sentence to prevent any misinterpretation.
-> Giving the quantitative value of the maximum airflow in L/min would be more
informative.

Revision: Text changed in the revised manuscript.
Line 14-16: “Cold saturated air at the inlet was blown into the snow samples and
warmed up while flowing across the samples with a temperature gradient of around 50
K m-1.

Comment #2: 16-20: The sublimation of ice for saturated air flowing across the snow
sample was experimentally determined via changes of the porous ice structure in the middleheight of the snow sample. Sublimation has a marked effect on the structural change of the
ice matrix but diffusion of water vapor in the direction of the temperature gradient
counteracted the mass transport of advection. Therefore…
These sentences are difficult to catch for a reader who tries to understand the principle of
your experiment. Here is a suggestion: "Changes of the porous ice structure were observed in
the middle-height of the snow sample. Sublimation occurred due to the slight undersaturation
of the incoming air into the warmer ice matrix. Diffusion of water vapor opposite to the
direction of the temperature gradient counteracted the mass transport of advection.
Therefore…"
Revision: Text changed in the revised manuscript.
Line 16-20: “Changes of the porous ice structure were observed at mid-height of the
snow sample. Sublimation occurred due to the slight undersaturation of the incoming
air into the warmer ice matrix. Diffusion of water vapor opposite to the direction of the
temperature gradient counteracted the mass transport of advection. Therefore, …”

Comment#3: 19-20: diffusion of water vapor in the direction of the temperature gradient
Strictly speaking, this sentence is wrong: from the Fick's Law, the water vapor diffusion
occurs in the opposite direction of the temperature gradient (j = -k grad P = -K grad T).
Actually, in the whole paper, there seem to be a constant mistake with the direction of the
temperature gradient (respectively, the vapor pressure gradient), which actually is in the
direction of the growing temperature (respectively, growing vapor pressure). This has, of
course, no impact on the general meaning of the paper but it needs to be corrected for a sake
of clarity. Please check the whole text and figures, especially Fig. 1 (see also comment
412/Fig1).
Response: Your comment is correct, we constant mistake with the direction of the
temperature gradient (respectively, the vapor pressure gradient). We changed it in the revised
manuscript.
Revision: Text changed in the revised manuscript.
Line 19-20: “Diffusion of water vapor opposite to the direction of the temperature
gradient counteracted the mass transport of advection.”

Comment #4: 34-35: Various airflow conditions in a snow sample occur, namely: isothermal
airflow, temperature gradient along the flow direction, and temperature gradient opposite to
the airflow (Fig. 1).
Please check these lines according to comment 19-20.
Revision: Text changed in the revised manuscript.
Line 34-35: “Various airflow conditions in a snow sample occur, namely: isothermal
airflow, air cooling by a negative temperature gradient along the airflow leading to
local supersaturation of the air, and air warming by a positive temperature gradient
along the airflow leading to local undersaturation of the air (Fig. 1)”

Comment #5: 56-60: Albert (2002) suggest that condensation of water vapor will have a
noticeable effect on the microstructure of snow using airflow velocities, vapor transport and
sublimation rates calculated using a two-dimensional finite-element model, which is also
confirmed by a 3D phase-field model of Kaempfer and Plapp (2009).
Actually, Kaempfer and Plapp (2009) did not consider any airflow in their 3D phase field
model, while Albert (2002) did. Please change the way the citation is introduced to make it
clearer to the reader.
Revision: Text changed in the revised manuscript.
Line 56-60: “Kaempfer and Plapp (2009) suggest that condensation of water vapor will
have a noticeable effect on the microstructure of snow using a 3D phase-field model,
which is also confirmed by a two dimensional finite-element model using airflow
velocities, vapor transport and sublimation rates of Albert (2002).”

Comment #6: 91-92: A linear encoder with a resolution of less than 1 voxel was used to
verify that the scans were taken at the same position.
From Fig. 2, it is obvious to any reader that this method failed to provide the same region of
interest with time. As pointed out in my preceding review (see general comment 3.1 and
comments #17-4850/3-4 and #22-4862/Fig 2.) large and erratic vertical translations (reaching
sometimes about 50 voxels) are observable. Some images are even not recognizable from one
step to another (e.g., ota3, 30hours), and this has potential impacts on the evolution of the
provided numerical results (porosity, SSA, conductivity…). The authors should really ensure
the data they provide are reliable. They can just suppress all erroneous (or "suspicious") data
from their dataset, or choose to numerically correct the image position as it is usually done in
tomographic time-lapse imaging. However, providing obviously erroneous (or poor quality)
data is not acceptable in a journal like TC.
Response: There was a mistake in the image position correction which we corrected.
However, this had not an effect on the numerical results (porosity, SSA, conductivity …)

because the parameters were extracted from the total scan sample and not from the cut-out of
Figure 2.
Revision: Figure 2 changed in the revised manuscript.

Comment #7: 118-119: The change of structural change “ota 3” at 30 h is due to an error
in the scan.
See comment 91-92.
Response: An error was found in the image position correction and now everything is
correct. Text deleted in the revised manuscript.

Comment #8: 162-163: As thermally induced diffusion was opposite to the airflow gradient,
a backflow of water vapor occurred and the two opposite fluxes cancelled each other out.
I basically agree with this sentence, but is it fully compatible with the fact that the snow
evolution is completely independent of the flow velocity? To my understanding, the TG is
always fixed: if the opposite fluxes cancel out each other for a low velocity e.g., the airflow
effect should be dominant as it increases. At least some comments and explanations should
be added to the text.
Revision: Text added in the revised manuscript.
Line 160: “The entering air warmed up, allowing vapour sublimating from the snow
sample to be incorporated into the airflow. As time passed, the snow grains in the
sample became more rounded as convexities sublimated. As a result of the reduced
curvature, the rate of sublimation decreased and less vapour was deposited in
concavities and therefore the surface asperities persisted longer. Finally, the “Kelvineffect” had a longer impact on the structural change of the ice grains and the reposition
of water molecules.”
Text changed in the revised manuscript.
Line 162-163: “As thermally induced diffusion was opposite to the airflow gradient, a
backflow of water vapor occurred and the two opposite fluxes counteracted each
other.”

Comment #9: 167: diffused along the temperature gradient
See comment 19-20 -> "diffused along the opposite direction to the temperature gradient"
Revision: Text changed in the revised manuscript.
Line 167: “Therefore, water molecules were diffused along the opposite direction of the
temperature gradient and …”

Comment #10: 176-178: Our results support the hypothesis of Neumann et al. (2009) that
sublimation is limited by vapor diffusion into the pore space rather than sublimation at
crystals faces.
Why? Is it only justified by the lines 178-180 (in that case, suppress the word "also" in these
lines), or by other reasons?

Revision: Text changed in the revised manuscript.
Line 178: “This is supported by the temporal evolution of the …”

Comment #11: 178-180: This is also supported by the temporal evolution of the porosity
(Fig. 4 b)) and the SSA (Fig. 4 c)), as no velocity dependence was observed and the
structural changes were too small to be detected by the micro-CT.
See general comment #2. Complimentary experiments, or at least, complimentary
explanations seem necessary to justify the authors' conclusions.
Revision: Text added in the revised manuscript.
Line 35: “In general, in a natural snowpack close to the surface (< 1cm) two additional
conditions can occur: (1) warm air enters a snowpack having a positive temperature
gradient leading to a supersaturation of the air at the entrance, and (2) cold air enters a
snowpack having a negative temperature gradient leading to an undersaturation of the
air at the entrance. However, because snow has a high heat capacity compared to the
air, a high specific surface area, and therefore a high convective heat transfer to the air,
a “quasi” thermal equilibrium (the term “quasi” is used because normally the snow
structure continuously changes and therefore the equilibrium conditions as well) is
usually assumed inside the snowpack (> 1 cm). In this paper, only conditions deeper
than > 1 cm inside a snowpack are considered.”

Comment #12: 214-216: The model by Neumann et al. (2009) does not consider the
influence of a temperature gradient and the additional vapor pressure gradient was not
analyzed.
It is important to specify that point. But is it realistic to draw definitive conclusions from the
comparison between a TG experiment and a model that does not really account for the
important specificities (TG) of the experimental conditions?
Response: On one point it is realistic to draw conclusions from the comparison between the
TG experiment and the model because in both cases we have sublimation of ice. It’s correct
that the model does not account for the temperature gradient, however, we can still conclude
that the temperature gradient has an additional impact. We reformulated the text in the
revised manuscript.
Line 214-216: “The model by Neumann et al. (2009) does not consider the influence of
a temperature gradient and the additional vapor pressure gradient was not analyzed. But
our results conclude that a positive temperature gradient along the airflow has a
significant impact on the sublimation rate decreasing the rate by two orders of
magnitude.”

Comment #13: 232: This indicates that advective cold airflow opposite to a temperature
gradient…
-> "This indicates that advective cold airflow along a temperature gradient…"
(or "This indicates that advective cold airflow opposite to the TG-induced vapor
diffusion…")
Revision: Text changed in the revised manuscript
Line 232: “This indicates that air warming by a positive temperature gradient along the
airflow and …”

Comment #14: 232: ...and an open system…
The meaning of this wording and its implications is difficult to catch without any additional
explanations. Please consider adding a more detailed comment such as your private response
to comment #20-4852/27-4853/2
Revision: Text changed in the revised manuscript.
Line 231-234: “Thermal conductivity changed insignificantly in these experiments,
especially an increase of the vertical component of the thermal conductivity was not
observed for ‘ota 1’. This indicates that air warming by a positive temperature gradient
along the airflow and an open system reduces or suppresses the increase in thermal
conductivity usually observed by temperature gradient metamorphism (Loewe et al.,
2013; Calonne et al., 2014). Compared to closed temperature gradient experiment, the
applied temperature gradient and the open system induced an air movement and
therefore reduced the impact on the thermal conductivity, at least on the short term.”

Comment #15: 233-234: the increase in thermal conductivity usually observed by
temperature gradient metamorphism (Riche and Schneebeli, 2013).
To my knowledge, Riche and Schneebeli (2013) do not report any increase in thermal
conductivity during TG metamorphism. Citing e.g. Löwe et al., 2013 (Fig 4) or Calonne et
al., 2014 (Fig. 6) might be more appropriate.
Revision: Citation changed to (Loewe et al., 2013; Calonne et al., 2014).
Reference added:
Calonne, N., Flin, F., Geindreau, C., Lesaffre, B. and Rolland du Roscoat, S.: Study of
a temperature gradient metamorphism of snow from 3-D images: time evolution of
microstructures, physical properties and their associated anisotropy, The
Cryosphere, 8, 2255-2274, 2014.

Comment #16: 253-255: The kinetic phase-change from gas to solid is preferable as energy
is released compared to solid to gas where energy is required, thus leading to more water
molecule deposition than water molecule sublimation.
This sentence still does not make sense for me (see previous comment #16-4850/16-18).
Again, I suggest removing it (or justifying it with proper argumentation, references, etc).
Revision: Text removed in the revised manuscript.

Comment #17: 405: please specify the sizes of the volumes used for the computation of each
property (7.2 x 7.2 x 7.2 mm3 in all cases?)
Revision: Text added in the revised manuscript
Line 410: “The sizes of the volumes used for the computation of each property are 350
× 350 × 350 voxels (6.3 × 6.3 × 6.3 mm3).”

Comment #18: 406: obtained by opening-size distribution -> "obtained by an opening-based
morphological operation"
Revision: Text changed in the revised paper:

Comment #19: 412/Fig1: The direction of the arrows for temperature and vapor pressure
gradients should be changed in the opposite direction. Arrows corresponding to the direction
of the vapor diffusion (effect of TG) could be added (j = -k grad P = -K grad T) to help the
reader.
Revision: Fig. 1 and caption of Fig. 1 changed in the revised manuscript.

Figure 1 caption: “Schematic of the ice-air interface transport processes: a) Under
isothermal conditions Kelvin-effect leads to a saturation of the pore space in the snow

bud did not affect the structural change (Ebner et al., 2015a); b) Air cooling by a
negative temperature gradient along the flow direction leads to a change in the
microstructure due to deposition (Ebner et al., 2015b); c) Air warming by a positive
temperature gradient along the flow direction has a negligible total mass change of the
ice but a strong reposition effect of water molecules on the ice grains, shown in this
paper.

Comment #20: 416/Fig 2: see previous comment #22-4862/Fig2 and current comment 9192.
Revision: Figure 2 changed in the revised manuscript.

Comment #21: 423/Fig 4 (a to d): to update according to specific comment 91-92.
Response: See comment #6.

Technical comments or suggestions:

Comment #1: 35-38: Under isothermal condition, the continuous sublimation and deposition
of ice due to higher vapor pressure over convex surfaces and lower vapor pressure over
concave surfaces, respectively (Kelvin-effect).
A verb seems to be missing in this sentence: due -> "is due" (?)
Revision: Text changed in the revised paper:

Comment #2: 63: dynamic -> dynamics
Revision: Text changed in the revised paper:

Comment #3: 83: the strength -> its strength
Revision: Text changed in the revised paper:

Comment #4: 88: 18 µm3 -> 18 µm (or 18 x 18 x 18 µm3)
Revision: Text changed in the revised paper:

Comment #5: 123: ice grain -> ice matrix (or ice grains)
Revision: Text changed in the revised paper:

Comment #6: 124: ice grain -> ice surface (or ice grains)
Revision: Text changed in the revised paper:

Comment #7: 150: in the pore -> in the pores
Revision: Text changed in the revised paper:

Comment #8: 178: crystals faces -> crystal faces
Revision: Text changed in the revised paper:

Comment #9: 192: by (Neumann et al., 2009) -> by Neumann et al. (2009)

Revision: Text changed in the revised paper:

Comment #10: 260: under isothermal conditions Kelvin-effect… -> under isothermal
conditions, Kelvin effect…
Revision: Text changed in the revised paper:

Comment #11: 263: whistler-like -> whisker-like
Revision: Text changed in the revised paper:

Comment #12: 269: and seems to -> and seem to
Revision: Text changed in the revised paper:

Comment #13: 403: ice grain -> ice grains
Revision: Text changed in the revised paper:

Minor revisions were made throughout the revised manuscript.
We thank F. Flin for his scrutiny and recommendations.
The authors

RESPONSE TO REFEREES’ G. CHAMBON COMMENTS
TO MANUSCRIPT TC-2015-158

Title:

Metamorphism during temperature gradient with undersaturated advective
airflow in a snow sample

Authors: P. P. Ebner, M. Schneebeli, and A. Steinfeld

We thank the referee G. Chambon for the constructive comments. All page and line numbers
correspond to those of the Discussion Paper.

REVIEWER: G. Chambon
Two additional technical comments related to changes made to the initial version:
Comment #1: Line 47-48: The sentence starting with "A deposition rate..." still remains
unclear to me. Consider the following possible reformulation: "A flow rate dependence of the
deposition rate of water vapor on the ice matrix was observed, the deposition rate reaching
asymptotically..." However, the unit of the asymptotic value provided (kg.m-3.s-1) does not
seem to correspond to a deposition rate? The meaning of "asymptotically" here should also
be clarified.
Response: The unit is correct; it is a volumetric deposition rate. We clarified the meaning of
“asymptotically” in the revised manuscript.
Revision: Text changed in the revised paper:
Line 47-48: “A flow rate dependence of the deposition rate of water vapor deposition
at the ice interface was observed, asymptotically approaching an average estimated
maximum volumetric deposition rate on the whole sample of 1.05 · 10-4 kg m-3 s-1
(Ebner et al., 2015b).”
Comment #2: Line 106: Do DPLS simulations used to compute the thermal conductivity
really solve momentum equations? (for which phase?)
Revision: Text reformulated in the revised paper:
Line 106: “DPLS determined the effective thermal conductivity by solving the
governing steady-state heat conduction equations within the solid phase and the

stagnant fluid phase (Kaempfer et al., 2005; Petrasch et al., 2008; Calonne et al.,
2011, Loewe et al., 2013).”

Minor revisions were made throughout the revised manuscript.
We thank G. Chambon for his scrutiny and recommendations.
The authors
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Abstract
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Snow at or close to the surface commonly undergoes temperature gradient meta-

11

morphism under advective flow, which alters its microstructure and physical properties.

12

Time-lapse X-ray micro-tomography is applied to investigate the structural dynamics of

13

temperature gradient snow metamorphism exposed to an advective airflow in controlled

14

laboratory conditions. Cold saturated air at the inlet was blown into the snow samples

15

and warmed up while flowing across the sample with a temperature gradient of around

16

50 K m-1. The temperature gradient in the sample was around 50 K m-1 at maximum air-

17

flow velocity. The sublimation of ice for saturated air flowing across the snow sample

18

was experimentally determined via changes of the porous ice structure in the middle-

19

height of the snow sample. Sublimation has a marked effect on the structural change of

20

the ice matrix but diffusion of water vapor in the direction of the temperature gradient

21

counteracted the mass transport of advection. Changes of the porous ice structure were

22

observed at mid-height of the snow sample. Sublimation occurred due to the slight un-

23

dersaturation of the incoming air into the warmer ice matrix. Diffusion of water vapor

24

opposite to the direction of the temperature gradient counteracted the mass transport of

25

advection. Therefore, the total net ice change was negligible leading to a constant poros-

26

ity profile. However, the strong recrystallization of water molecules in snow may im-

27

pact its isotopic or chemical content.
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1. Introduction

31

Snow has a complex porous microstructure and consists of a continuous ice struc-

32

ture made of grains connected by bonds and inter-connecting pores (Löwe et al., 2011).

33

It has a high permeability (Calonne et al, 2012, Zermatten et al., 2014) and under ap-

34

propriate conditions airflow through the snow structure can occur (Sturm and Johnson,

35

1991) due to variation of surface pressure (Colbeck, 1989; Albert and Hardy, 1995),

36

simultaneous warming and cooling, and induced temperature gradients (Sturm and

37

Johnson, 1991). Both diffusive and advective airflows affect heat and mass transport in

38

the snowpack and influence chemical concentrations (Gjessing, 1977; Waddington et

39

al., 1996). Various airflow conditions in a snow sample occur, namely: isothermal air-

40

flow, air cooling by a negative temperature gradient along the airflow leading to a local

41

supersaturation of the air, and air warming by a positive temperature gradient along the

42

airflow leading to a local undersaturation of the air temperature gradient along the flow

43

direction, and temperature gradient opposite to the airflow (Fig. 1). In general, in a natu-

44

ral snowpack close to the surface (< 1cm) two additional conditions can occur: (1) warm

45

air enters a snowpack having a positive temperature gradient leading to a supersatura-

46

tion of the air at the entrance, and (2) cold air enters a snowpack having a negative tem-

47

perature gradient leading to an undersaturation of the air at the entrance. However, be-

48

cause snow has a high heat capacity compared to the air, a high specific surface area,

49

and therefore a high convective heat transfer to the air, a “quasi” thermal equilibrium

50

(the term “quasi” is used because normally the snow structure continuously changes and

51

therefore the equilibrium conditions as well) is usually assumed inside the snowpack (>

52

1 cm). In this paper, only conditions deeper than > 1 cm inside a snowpack are consid-

53

ered. Under isothermal condition, the continuous sublimation and deposition of ice is

54

due to higher vapor pressure over convex surfaces and lower vapor pressure over con-

55

cave surfaces, respectively (Kelvin-effect) (Neumann et al., 2008; Ebner et al., 2014).

56

However, applying a fully isothermal saturated airflow across a snow sample has been

57

shown to have no influence on the coarsening rate that is typical for isothermal snow

58

metamorphism independently of the transport regime in the pores at a physically possi-

59

ble Peclet-number (Ebner et al., 2015a). When applying a temperature gradient, the ef-

60

fect of sublimation and deposition in the snow results from interaction between snow

61

temperature and the local relative humidity in the pores. If vapor is advected from a

62

warmer zone into a colder zone, the air becomes supersaturated, and some water vapor

63

deposits onto the surrounding ice grains. This leads to a change in the microstructure

64

creating whisker-like crystals (Ebner et al., 2015b). Whisker-like crystals are very small

65

(~10-30 m) elongated monocrystals. A flow rate dependence of the deposition rate of

66

water vapor deposition at the ice interface was observed, asymptotically approaching an

67

average estimated maximum volumetric deposition rate on the whole sample of A depo-

68

sition rate of water vapor on the ice matrix dependence on the flow rate was observed,

69

reaching asymptotically a maximum rate of 1.05 · 10-4 kg m-3 s-1 (Ebner et al., 2015b).

70

Contrarily, if the temperature gradient acts in the opposite same direction of the airflow,

71

the airflow through the snow brings cold and relatively dry air into a warmer area, caus-

72

ing that the pore space air becomes undersaturated, and surrounding ice sublimates.

73

Here, we investigate specifically this last effect.

74

Sublimation of snow is a fundamental process that affects its crystal structure

75

(Sturm and Benson, 1997), and thus is important for ice core interpretation (Stichler et

76

al., 2001; Ekaykin et al., 2009), as well as calculation of surface energy balance (Box

77

and Steffen, 2001) and mass balance (Déry and Yau, 2002). Kaempfer and Plapp (2009)

78

suggest that condensation of water vapor will have a noticeable effect on the micro-

79

structure of snow using a 3D phase-field model, which is also confirmed by a two di-

80

mensional finite-element model using airflow velocities, vapor transport and sublima-

81

tion rates of Albert (2002). Albert (2002) suggest that condensation of water vapor will

82

have a noticeable effect on the microstructure of snow using airflow velocities, vapor

83

transport and sublimation rates calculated using a two-dimensional finite-element mod-

84

el, which is also confirmed by a 3D phase-field model of Kaempfer and Plapp (2009).

85

Neumann et al. (2009) determined that there is no energy barrier to be overcome during

86

sublimation, and suggest that snow sublimation is limited by vapor diffusion into pore

87

space, rather than by sublimation at the crystal surface.

88

In the present work, we studied the surface dynamics of snow metamorphism under

89

an induced temperature gradient and saturated airflow in a controlled laboratory exper-

90

iments. Cold saturated air at around -14 ºC was blown into the snow samples and

91

warmed up to around -12.5 ºC while flowing across the sample. Sublimation of ice was

92

analyzed by in-situ time-lapse experiment with microcomputer tomography (micro-CT)

93

(Pinzer and Schneebeli, 2009; Chen and Baker, 2010; Pinzer et al., 2012; Wang and

94

Baker, 2014; Ebner et al., 2014) to obtain the discrete-scale geometry of snow. By using

3

95

discrete-scale geometry, all structures are resolved with a finite resolution correspond-

96

ing to the voxel size.

97

2. Time-Lapse tomography experiments

98

Temperature gradient experiments with fully saturated airflow across snow samples

99

(Ebner et al., 2014) were performed in a cooled micro-CT (Scanco Medical μ-CT80) at

100

in a cold laboratory temperature of Tlab = -15˚C. Cold saturated air was blown into the

101

snow samples and warmed up while flowing across the sample. Aluminum foam includ-

102

ing a heating wire was used to generate the warm the side of the snow opposite to the

103

entering airflow. We analyzed the following flow rates: a volume flow of 0 (no advec-

104

tion), 0.3, 1.0, and 3.0 liter/min. Higher flow rates were experimentally not possible as

105

shear stresses by airflow destroyed the snow structure (Ebner et al., 2015a). Nature

106

identical snow produced in a cold laboratory (Schleef et al., 2014) was used for the

107

snow sample preparation (water temperature: 30 ºC; air temperature: −20 ºC). The snow

108

was sieved with a mesh size of 1.4 mm into a box, and was sintered for 27 days at -5˚C

109

to increase the its strength. The sample holder (diameter: 53 mm; height: 30 mm) was

110

filled by cutting out a cylinder from the sintered snow and pushing into the sample

111

holder without mechanical disturbance of the core. The snow samples were measured

112

with a voxel size of 18 m3 over 108 h with time-lapse micro-CT measurements taken

113

every 3 h, producing a sequence of 37 images. The size of the cubic voxel size was 18

114

μm3. The innermost 36.9 mm of the total 53 mm diameter were scanned, and subsam-

115

ples with a dimension of 7.2 mm × 7.2 mm × 7.2 mm were extracted for further pro-

116

cessing. The imaged volume was in the centre of the sample (Fig. 1 c)). A linear encod-

117

er with a resolution of less than 1 voxel (< 2 m) was used to verify that the scans were

118

taken at the same position. The reconstructed micro-CT images were filtered by using a

119

3 × 3 × 3 median filter followed by a Gaussian filter (σ = 1.4, support = 3). The cluster-

120

ing-based Otsu method (Otsu, 1979) was used to automatically perform segment clus-

121

tering-based image thresholding to segment the grey-level images into ice and void

122

phase. Morphological properties of the two-phase system were determined based on the

123

exact geometry obtained by the micro-CT. The segmented data were used to calculate a

124

triangulated ice matrix surface and tetrahedrons inscribed into the ice structure. Mor-

125

phological parameters such as porosity (ε) and specific surface area (SSA) were then

126

calculated. An opening-based morphological operation was applied to extract the mean

127

pore size of each micro-CT scan (dmean) (Haussener et al., 2012). Morphological param4

128

eters such as porosity, specific surface area and the initial mean pore size were extracted

129

from the micro-CT images to study the ice-air interface dynamic. As additional physical

130

and structural parameter, the effective thermal conductivity kcond was estimated by direct

131

pore-level simulations (DPLS) to determine the influence of changing microstructure.

132

DPLS determined the effective thermal conductivity by solving the governing steady-

133

state heat conduction equations within the solid phase and the stagnant fluid phase cor-

134

responding mass and momentum conservation equations (Kaempfer et al., 2005; Pet-

135

rasch et al., 2008; Calonne et al., 2011; Löwe et al., 2013).

136
137

3. Results

138

Time-lapse tomographic scans were performed with temperature gradients between

139

43-53 K m-1 (Table 1). Small fluctuations of the measured inlet and outlet temperature

140

were due to temperature regulation both inside the cold chamber and inside the micro-

141

CT (Ebner et al., 2014). A shift of Δt < 10 min between inlet and outlet temperature in-

142

dicated that a fast equilibrium between the temperature of the snow and the airflow was

143

reached (Albert and Hardy, 1995; Ebner et al., 2015b). The morphological evolution

144

was similar between all four experiments and only a slight rounding and coarsening was

145

visually observed, shown in Fig. 2. The change of structural change “ota 3” at 30 h is

146

due to an error in the scan. The initial ice grains did not change with time and the loca-

147

tions of sublimation and deposition for “ota3” and “ota4” is shown in Fig. 3. Sublima-

148

tion of 7.7 % and 7.6 % of the ice matrix and deposition of 6.0 % and 9.6 % on the ice

149

matrix were observed. The data were extracted by superposition of vertical cross-

150

sections at 0 and 108 hours with an uncertainty of 6%. The mass sublimated preferen-

151

tially at locations of the ice grain matrix with low radii and was relocated leading to a

152

smoothing of the ice grain surface and to an increase in the size of pores (Fig. 4 a)). The

153

pore size (uncertainty ~6 %) increased by 3.4 %, 3.6 %, 5.4 % and 6.5 % for ‘ota1’,

154

‘ota2’, ‘ota3’, and ‘ota4’, respectively.

155

Loss of ice due to sublimation could not be detected by the micro-CT scans due to

156

limited accuracy and no flow rate dependence was observed during any of the four ex-

157

periments. The temporal evolution of the porosity, shown in Fig. 4 b), did not change

158

with time and the influence of sublimation of water vapor was not observed. Only ‘ota2’

159

showed a slight drop in the temporal evolution of the porosity until 18 h into the exper-

160

iment but kept constant afterwards. This slight drop (≈ 0.5 %) was probably caused by
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161

settling of the snow. Coarsening was observed for each experiment but the influence of

162

changing airflow was not visible, confirmed by the temporal SSA evolution, shown in

163

Fig. 4 c).

164

The repositioning of water molecules led to a smoothing of the ice grains, but did

165

not affect the thermal conductivity of snow. This quantity (standard deviation ~0.025 W

166

m-1 (Calonne et al., 2011)) slightly increased after applying airflow to the temperature

167

gradient, shown in Fig. 4 d), but no flow rate dependence was observed. Every third

168

scan was used to extract the thermal conductivity and a change of -2.6 %, 3.6 %, 2.2 %,

169

and 2.7 % for ‘ota1’, ‘ota2’, ‘ota3’, and ‘ota4’ was detected.

170
171

5. Discussion

172

The rate of deposition onto the ice surface depends on the flow rate where warm

173

saturated air cooled down while flowing through the sample, as shown in previous ex-

174

periments (Ebner et al., 2015b). Its deposition rate asymptotically reached a maximum

175

of 1.05 · 10-4 kg m-3 s-1. In this study, changing the temperature gradient leads to a

176

warming up of a cold saturated flow, and resulted in a sublimation rate too small for the

177

analyzed period of the experiment to measure a flow rate dependence by the micro-CT

178

and an influence on the temporal density gradient. A smoothing of ice grains and an in-

179

crease of the pore space was measured but the airflow velocity did not affect the reloca-

180

tion process of water molecules.

181

A structural change of the ice grains and repositions of water molecules was ob-

182

served but the total net flux of the snow was not affected. The superposition of a vertical

183

cross-section in Fig. 3 shows a big effect on reposition of water molecules on the ice

184

structure. However, the temporal porosity (Fig. 4 b) was not affected and the total water

185

vapor net flux was negligible for the analyzed volume. Continued sublimation and dep-

186

osition of water molecules due the Kelvin-effect the temperature gradient led to a satu-

187

ration of the pore space. The vapour pressure of the air in the pore was in equilibrium

188

with the water pressure of the ice, given by the local temperature. The entering air

189

warmed up, allowing vapour sublimating from the snow sample to be incorporated into

190

the airflow. As time passed, the snow grains in the sample became more rounded as

191

convexities sublimated. As a result of the reduced curvature, the rate of sublimation de-

192

creased and less vapour was deposited in concavities and therefore the surface asperities

193

persisted longer. Finally, the “Kelvin-effect” had a longer impact on the structural
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194

change of the ice grains and the reposition of water molecules. However In addition, the

195

uptake of water molecules and their transport due to warming during propagation advec-

196

tion was counteracted by diffusion of water molecules due to the temperature gradient.

197

As thermally induced diffusion was opposite to the airflow gradient, a backflow of wa-

198

ter vapor occurred and the two opposite fluxes counteracted each other. cancelled each

199

other out The Peclet numbers (Pe = uDdmean/D, where D is the diffusion coefficient of

200

water vapor in air), describing the ratio of mass transfer between diffusion and advec-

201

tion, measured during each experiment, showed that diffusion was still dominant (Table

202

1). Therefore, water molecules were diffused along the opposite direction to the temper-

203

ature gradient and advected along the flow direction leading to a back and forth

204

transport of water molecules.

205

As a Peclet higher than 1 is not possible in nature snow (Ebner et al., 2015a), advec-

206

tion of cold saturated air into a slightly warmer snowpack has a significant influence not

207

on the total net mass change but on the structural change of the ice grains due to redis-

208

tribution of water vapour on the ice matrix. Also the increasing pore size has an influ-

209

ence on the flow field leading to a deceleration of the flow and therefore the interaction

210

of an air-parcel with the ice matrix in the pores increases due to higher residence time.

211

In addition, the diffusive transport rises whereas the advective transport decreases

212

changing the mass transport in the pores. Our results support the hypothesis of Neu-

213

mann et al. (2009) that sublimation is limited by vapor diffusion into the pore space ra-

214

ther than sublimation at crystals faces. This is also supported by the temporal evolution

215

of the porosity (Fig. 4 b)) and the SSA (Fig. 4 c)), as no velocity dependence was ob-

216

served and the structural changes were too small to be detected by the micro-CT.

217

The influence of diffusion of water vapor in the direction of the temperature gradi-

218

ent and the influence of the residence time of an air-parcel in the pores were also con-

219

firmed by a low mass change at the ice-air interface. Overlapping two consecutive 3D

220

images, the order of magnitude of freshly sublimated ice was detected. The absolute

221

mass change at the ice-air interface (kg m-3 s-1) estimated by the experimental results is

222

defined as

223

Sm,exp  i

 1   
t

(1)

224

where Δ(1-ε) is the change in the porosity between two images separated by the time

225

step Δt, and ρi is the density of ice. Albert and McGilvary (1992) and Neumann et al.
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226

(2009) presented a model to calculate sublimation rates directly in an aggregate snow

227

sample

228

Sm  hmSAV ( sat  v )

229

where SAV is the specific surface area per volume of snow, and hm is the mass-transfer

230

coefficient (m s-1) given by (Neumann et al., 2009)

(2)

231

hm  (0.566  Re 0.075) 103

232

assuming that the sublimation occurs within the first few mm of the sample. Re (Re =

233

uDdmean/ where  is the kinematic viscosity of the air) is the corresponding Reynolds-

234

number of the flow. The absolute sublimation rate is driven by the difference between

235

the local vapor density (ρv) and the saturation vapor density (ρsat) (Neumann et al., 2009;

236

Thorpe and Mason, 1966). Table 2 shows the estimated absolute sublimation rate by the

237

experiment (Eq. (1)) and the model (Eq. (2)). The very small change in porosity due to

238

densification during the first 18 h for ‘ota2’ was not taken into account. The estimated

239

sublimation rates by the experiment were two orders of magnitude lower than the mod-

240

eled values and also two orders of magnitude lower than for during the a negative tem-

241

perature gradient along an airflow experiment (Ebner et al., 2015b). As the air in the

242

pore space is always saturated (Neumann et al., 2009), the back diffusion of water vapor

243

in the opposite direction of the temperature gradient led to a lower mass transfer rate of

244

sublimation. The flow rate dependence for the model described is shown by the mass-

245

transfer coefficient (Eq. 3), increasing with higher airflow. However, the values calcu-

246

lated from the experiment showed a different trend. Increasing the flow rate led to a

247

lower mass transfer rate due to a lower residence time of the air in the pores. Transfer of

248

heat toward and water vapor away from the sublimating interface may also limit the

249

sublimation rate. In general, the results of the model by Neumann et al. (2009) have to

250

be interpreted with care, as the his model was set up to saturate dry air under isothermal

251

conditions. Ice crystals sublimated as dry air enters the snow sample; water vapor was

252

advected throughout the pore space by airflow until saturation vapor pressure was

253

reached, preventing further sublimation. The model by Neumann et al. (2009) does not

254

consider the influence of a temperature gradient and the additional vapor pressure gradi-

255

ent. was not analyzed However, our results concluded that a positive temperature gradi-

256

ent along the airflow has a significant impact on the sublimation rate decreasing the rate

257

by two orders of magnitude.
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(3)

258

In the experiments by Neumann et al. (2009), sublimation of snow using dry air un-

259

der isothermal condition showed a temperature drop for approximately the first 15 min

260

after sublimation began started and stayed constant because the latent heat absorption of

261

sublimation for a given flow rate and heat exchange with the sample chamber equalized

262

each other. Such a temperature drop was not observed in our experiments. In the exper-

263

iments by Neumann et al. (2009) the amount of energy used for sublimation was be-

264

tween -10 and -40 J min-1 for saturation of dry air. Using the expected mass change at

265

the ice-air interface Sm,exp (Eq. (1)) and the latent heat of sublimation (Lsub ≈ 2834.1 ·

266

103 J kg-1) the energy needed for sublimation ranged between -2 and -12 J min-1 for our

267

experiments. Our estimated values are a factor up to five lower than the estimated num-

268

bers of Neumann et al. (2009), because the entering air was already saturated (with ref-

269

erence to the cold temperature) at the inlet. The needed energy for sublimation could be

270

balanced between the sensible heat carried into and out of the sample, and the exchange

271

of the snow sample with the air stream and the surrounding prevented a temperature

272

drop.

273

Thermal conductivity changed insignificantly in these experiments, especially for

274

‘ota 1’. This indicates that advective cold airflow opposite to a temperature gradient air

275

warming by a positive temperature gradient along the airflow and an open system re-

276

duces or suppresses the increase in thermal conductivity usually observed by tempera-

277

ture gradient metamorphism (Riche and Schneebeli, 2013 Loewe et al., 2013; Calonne

278

et al., 2014). Compared to closed temperature gradient experiment, the applied tempera-

279

ture gradient and the open system induced an air movement and therefore reduced the

280

impact on the thermal conductivity, at least on the short term.

281
282

6. Summary and conclusion

283

We performed four experiments of temperature-gradient metamorphism of snow

284

under saturated advective airflow during 108 h. Cold saturated air was blown into the

285

snow samples and warmed up while flowing across the sample. The temperature gradi-

286

ent varied between 43 and 53 K m-1 and the snow microstructure was observed by X-ray

287

micro-tomography every 3 h. The micro-CT scans were segmented, and porosity, spe-

288

cific surface area, and the mean pore-size were calculated. Effective thermal conductivi-

289

ty was calculated in direct pore-level simulations (DPLS).
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290

Compared to deposition (shown in Ebner et al., 2015b), sublimation showed a small

291

effect on the structural change of the ice matrix. A change in the pore size was most

292

likely due to sublimation of ice crystals with low small radii but a significant loss of wa-

293

ter molecules of the snow sample and mass transfer away from the ice interface due to

294

sublimation and advective transport could not be detected by the micro-CT scans and no

295

flow rate dependence was observed. The interaction of mass transport of advection and

296

diffusion of water vapor in the opposite direction of the temperature gradient and the

297

influence of the residence time of an air-parcel in the pores led to a negligible total mass

298

change of the ice. However, a strong reposition of water molecules on the ice grains was

299

observed.

300

The kinetic phase-change from gas to solid is preferable as energy is released com-

301

pared to solid to gas where energy is required, thus leading to more water molecule

302

deposition than water molecule sublimation. The energy needed for sublimation was too

303

low to see a significant temperature drop because the needed energy was balanced be-

304

tween the sensible heat carried into and out of the sample, and the exchange of the snow

305

sample with the air stream and the surrounding.

306

This is the third paper of a series analyzing an advective airflow in a snowpack in

307

depth of more than 1 cm. Previous work showed that: (1) under isothermal conditions,

308

the Kelvin-effect leads to a saturation of the pore space in the snow but did not affect

309

the structural change (Ebner et al., 2015a); (2) applying a negative temperature gradient

310

along the flow direction leads to a change in the microstructure and creation of whistler

311

whisker-like structures due to deposition of water molecules on the ice matrix (Ebner et

312

al., 2015b); and (3) a positive temperature gradient opposed along to the flow had a neg-

313

ligible total mass change of the ice but a strong reposition effect of water molecules on

314

the ice grains, shown in this paper. Conditions (1) and (3) showed that they have a neg-

315

ligible effect on the porosity evolution of the ice matrix. and Porosity changes can be

316

neglected to improve models for snow compaction and evolution at the surface. In con-

317

trast, conditions (2) showed a significant impact on the structural evolution and seems to

318

be essential for such snowpack models and other numerical simulations. Nevertheless,

319

the strong reposition of water molecules on the ice grains observed for all conditions (1)

320

– (3) can have a significant impact on atmospheric chemistry and isotopic changes con-

321

tents in snow.

322
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432

Table 1: Morphological and flow characteristics of the experiments: Volume flow ( V ),

433

initial superficial velocity in snow (uD,0), initial snow density (ρ0), initial porosity (ε0),

434

specific surface area (SSA0), initial mean pore size (dmean), average inlet (Tin,ave) and

435

outlet temperature (Tout,ave), and the average temperature gradient (∇Tave), corresponding

436

Reynolds number (Re) and Peclet number (Pe).

437

V

uD,0

ρ0

ε0

SSA0

dmean

Tin,ave

Tout,ave

∇Tave

Re

Pe

liter min-1

m s-1

kg m-3

–

m2 kg-1

mm

˚C

˚C

K m-1

–

–

ota1

–

–

284.3

0.69

25.0

0.30

-13.8

-12.5

43.3

–

–

ota2

0.3

0.004

256.8

0.72

26.3

0.33

-14.0

-12.5

50.0

0.07

0.05

ota3

1.0

0.012

256.8

0.72

24.3

0.34

-13.8

-12.3

43.3

0.25

0.19

ota4

3.0

0.036

265.9

0.71

21.7

0.36

-14.6

-13.0

53.3

0.78

0.61

Name

438
439
440
441

Table 2: Estimated sublimation rate Sm using the mass transfer coefficient hm deter-

442

mined by Neumann et al. (2009) and the corresponding average surface area per volume

443

SAV,ave. Sm can be compared with the measured sublimation rate of the experiment Sm,exp

444

(Eq. (1)).

445

Name

SAV,ave

hm

Sm

Sm,exp

mm-1

m s-1

kg m-3 s-1

kg m-3 s-1

ota1

22.44

0.75 · 10-4

4.83 · 10-4

0.68 · 10-6

ota2

23.98

1.15 · 10-4

2.99 · 10-4

4.48 · 10-6

ota3

21.88

2.17 · 10-4

5.15 · 10-4

0.76 · 10-6

ota4

19.61

5.16 · 10-4

10.9 · 10-4

0.08 · 10-6

446
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447

Figure captions

448

Fig. 1.

Schematic of the ice-air interface transport processes: a) Under isothermal

449

conditions Kelvin-effect leads to a saturation of the pore space in the snow

450

but did not affect the structural change (Ebner et al., 2015a); b) Air cooling

451

by a negative temperature gradient along the flow direction leads to a

452

change in the microstructure due to deposition (Ebner et al., 2015b); c) Air

453

warming by a positive temperature gradient opposite to along the flow has a

454

negligible total mass change of the ice but a strong reposition effect of water

455

molecules on the ice grains, shown in this paper.

456

Fig. 2.

Evolution of the 3-D structure of the ice matrix with applied temperature

457

gradient and advective conditions. Experimental conditions (from left to

458

right) at different measurement times from beginning to the end (top to bot-

459

tom) of the experiment. The shown cubes are 110 × 40 × 110 voxels (2 ×

460

0.7 × 2 mm3) large with 18 μm voxel size (a high resolution figure can be

461

found in supplementary material).

462

Fig. 3.

Superposition of vertical cross-section parallel to the flow direction at time

463

0 and 108 hours for ‘ota3’ (left panel) and ‘ota4’ (right panel). Sublimation

464

and deposition of water vapor on the ice grains were visible with an uncer-

465

tainty of 6 % (a high resolution figure can be found in supplementary mate-

466

rial).

467

Fig. 4.

Temporal evolution of a) the mean pore size, dmean, of the snow samples ob-

468

tained by an opening-size distribution, b) the porosity, , obtained by trian-

469

gulated structure surface method, c) the specific surface area, SSA, of the

470

ice matrix obtained by triangulated structure surface method, and d) the ef-

471

fective thermal conductivity of the snow sample, kcond, estimated by DPLS

472

simulations. The sizes of the volumes used for the computation of each

473

property are 350 × 350 × 350 voxels (6.3 × 6.3 × 6.3 mm3).

474
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Fig. 4 a)
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Fig. 4 b)
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Fig. 4 c)
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Fig. 4 d)
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